SPRINGTIME TIRE TIPS

SWAP OUT WINTER TIRES
As soon as the risk of more winter ice and snow has
safely passed, be sure to replace your winter tires
with all-season tires. Because the tread on tires
meant for snow wears down quickly on dry roads,
this will extend their life. Clean with soap and water
and store in a dry, cool place away from sunlight.

CHECK AIR PRESSURE
The colder it gets, the more air pressure you lose.
With warmer weather, you want to make sure your
tires are neither over-inflated nor under-inflated.
Improper inflation decreases fuel efficiency and
longevity of the tire. Adjust as needed according to
the sticker found on the driver-side door jamb.

BEWARE OF POTHOLES
Potholes occur because of the thaw-and-freeze
cycle typical of winter. Melt water seeps under the
pavement, expands when it turns to ice, and pushes
the pavement upward, breaking it eventually under
the weight of traffic. The resulting deep divot in the
road can damage a tire when you drive over it.

ALIGN — BALANCE — ROTATE
Winter can do a number on the vehicle’s entire
suspension system, and potholes only make it
worse. If you notice your car shimmying or pulling to
either side, the tires may be out of alignment and/or
balance and should be checked. It may also be time
to rotate your tires (front-to-rear and side-to-side).

INSPECT THE TREAD
Worn tires increase stopping time on dry roads and
are deadly on slick ones. Do the “quarter test” to
check tread depth: if all of Washington’s head is
visible when you insert a quarter in any one groove
of the tread, it may be time to replace the tire. Also
look for cuts, cracks, and other damage to the tire.

AND WHILE YOU’RE AT IT…
Spring is the perfect season to give your car a good
maintenance overhaul in preparation for summer.
Replace windshield wipers, change the oil, check
the brakes, make sure all belts, clamps, and hoses
are in good condition, and replenish the radiator
coolant, transmission flud, and A/C refrigerant.
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